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Chapter 5

The ordering of milestones in
language development for children
from one to six years of age

Abstract

Purpose: The present study scaled language milestones in a group of 527 children in order
to provide an instrument for screening language development.
Methods: The questionnaire regarding these milestones was completed by parental report.
It was evaluated whether the scaled milestones satisfied the assumptions of the Mokken
Item Response Model.
Results: The scalability of the final scale of fourteen milestones was strong (H = 0.95), its
reliability was high (Rho = 0.96), and it satisfied the assumptions of the Mokken model.
Implications: A single, unidimensional scale of diverse milestones that taps lexical, syntac-
tic, and phonological skills, as well as both receptive and expressive language skills, is well
suited for mapping progress in language ability.

5.1 Introduction

Primary healthcare providers are often called upon to screen young children for possible
language problems. Early detection of language problems is important, as they influence
the overall development of a child. Language problems may be due to other problems, in-
cluding mental retardation, pervasive developmental disorder or autism, physical handicaps,
hearing loss, environmental deprivations, neurological problems, or a combination of these
factors (Bishop 1997; Chapman 2000; Goorhuis-Brouwer and Schaerlaekens 2000; Hall
1997; Pinker 1994; Tomblin et al. 1996; Whitehurst and Fischel 1994). These contributing
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factors —as well as the language problems themselves— should be addressed and resolved,
if possible, in order to preclude further problems, including difficulties in verbal, emotional,
and educational development (Coster 2001; Silva et al. 1987). Other influences on language
development are parental education and socio-economic status (SES). Many studies have
concluded that SES is likely to be related to language development (Hack et al. 1992; Smith
et al. 1994; Tomblin et al. 1997; Wright et al. 1983). To obtain the widest possible view of
the possible causes of a language problem, it is important to conduct diagnostic evaluation
according to an interdisciplinary perspective. After screening, which distinguishes only be-
tween normal and deviant (or delayed) language development, extensive testing of language
profiles and examination of related causes as well as SES is recommended as a means of
making appropriate choices for therapy. The aim of this study was to scale language mile-
stones and to provide an instrument for screening language development based on parental
report. The screening instrument is intended for use by primary healthcare professionals.

A screening instrument should be simple, quick, and easy to interpret (Fletcher and Hall
1992). Furthermore, the use of parental report in tests for young children is very practi-
cal, as the language of young children primarily refers to concepts that can be found in
the environment at home (e.g., “daddy book”). A child’s language abilities may therefore
be difficult to observe in an artificial testing situation. Moreover, the use of parental re-
port eliminates the need to involve children in the screening, thus facilitating the screening
process by removing the necessity of scheduling and transporting children.

A number of Dutch language-screening instruments currently exist within the primary
healthcare system (De Ridder-Sluiter 1990; Gerritsen 1988; Goorhuis-Brouwer and Van der
Lucht 1995; Van Wiechen 1988; Verkerk et al. 1993a, 1993b, 1994; Zink and Lejaegere
2002). Most of the instruments are very time-consuming to administer, because they are
based on observation. Direct testing and play-based assessments of the language skills of
young children have limited utility for general screening (Rescorla and Alley 2001). Fur-
thermore, the Dutch Health Insurance Board has doubts about the efficiency of screening; in
short, too many children are referred for speech therapy (The Health Insurance Board 1993,
1999). Moreover, Van der Ploeg et al. (2005) stated that there is no useful screening instru-
ment with good psychometric properties in the Netherlands for the screening of children
with possible language problems. In order to optimize the process of diagnosing language
problems in children, the Health Insurance Board asked us to develop a language-screening
instrument for children from one to six years of age.

There are a number of sensitive English-language screening instruments, which use lan-
guage milestones to identify children with language problems. Language milestones are
apparently appropriate indicators for detecting language problems (Diedrich and Carr 1984;
Hall 1997; Kelly and Sally 1999; Stott et al. 2002; Stromswold 2000). The Clinical Linguis-
tic and Auditory Milestone Scale (CAT/CLAMS) (Wachtel et al. 1994) has been validated
for children from birth to three years of age; the Early Language Milestone Scale (ELM)
(Coplan et al. 1982) consists of milestones in the expressive, receptive, and visual language
skills of children from zero to three years of age. The Language Development Survey (LDS)
(Rescorla and Alley 2001) is also a screening tool for identifying expressive language de-
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lays in twenty-four-month-old children, and the General Language Screen (GLS) (Stott et al.
2002) is appropriate as the initial stage of a two-stage screening process for children in pri-
mary care settings. One of these instruments could be translated in Dutch. Even if these
instruments are well-constructed, however, direct test translations without language-specific
investigation is not an acceptable practice. Therefore, several language milestones from the
literature as well as from the above mentioned English screening instruments were collected
in order to create a new scale for the measuring of language development in Dutch children
from one to six years of age.

The development of a uniform language-screening instrument for identifying language
problems is complicated by the fact that the meaning of “language problem” is unclear
Luinge et al. 2002; Stott et al. 2002). Law et al. (1998) reviewed many studies about
language problems and found a wide range of estimates (from 0.6% to 33.2%) for the
prevalence of language problems in pre-school children. These rates are consistent with
estimates provided by Dutch primary healthcare professionals, which range from one to
forty percent (Luinge et al. 2002). Variations in the estimates of prevalence may be due
to ambiguities in the definition, cut-off scores, and the nature of language problems. There
are different orientations on language and language problems. Discussions about language
abilities from a multidimensionality perspective often distinguish among various language
modalities: phonology, semantics, syntax, morphology, or pragmatics (American Psychi-
atric Association 1994; Bishop 1997; Eyer and Leonard 1995; Gavin et al. 1993; Hall
1997; Leonard 1998; World Health Organization 1993). Furthermore, a distinction is fre-
quently made between receptive and expressive language abilities (Bishop 1997; Diedrich
and Carr 1984, Tomblin et al. 1997; Whitehurst and Fischel 1994). Rescorla and Roberts
(2002) suggested, however, that specific language impairment (SLI) and late talking should
be considered within a spectrum of language impairment, which is a unidimensional per-
spective of language. If these children are delayed in some skill (e.g., word acquisition), it
is likely that they are (or will be) delayed in other skills (e.g., syntax) as well.

Following the notion that language can be conceptualized as a unitary dimension, in
this study, several milestones in language development that can be used to detect possible
language problems were selected from several modalities in both expressive and receptive
language abilities. There appears to be consensus among researchers concerning the mile-
stones in language development (Foster 1990; Goorhuis-Brouwer and Schaerlaekens 2000;
Hendriks et al. 1997; Kohnstamm 1993; Kelly and Sally 1999; Krug and Mikus 1999; Kuhl
2000; Luinge et al. 2002; Mayeux and Kandel 1999; Needlman 2000; Pinker 1994; Zuck-
erman et al. 1999). The hierarchical ordering of the achievement of language milestones
within descriptive stages in language development may be consistent across various popu-
lations. The ordering of language milestones should therefore be the same for all children,
and deviations or delays in this ordering should be accordingly easy to detect.

A scale of language milestones can be constructed according to the Mokken Item Re-
sponse Theory Model (Mokken 1997). The Mokken model is based on the principles of the
Item Response Theory and is appropriate for measuring latent traits (e.g., language ability)
(Baker 2001; Molenaar and Sijtsma 1982). This theory was used to test the theoretical no-
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tion of unidimensionality. A similar ordering (SO) of the milestones for every child could
indicate the presence of a uniform concept underlying the achievement of language mile-
stones. According to Mokken (1997), p. 353, “The SO property of a set of items with
respect to a set of persons reflects the possibility of a unidimensional representation of the
persons in terms of an ability supposed to underlie their response behavior.”

One can conceive of language ability as a unitary latent trait, which can be visualized
by a heterogeneous collection of items drawn from different modalities and domains of lan-
guage that can be ordered in terms of difficulty level. The Mokken model can subsequently
be used to verify the sequence of these milestones. The Model assumes that the latent trait
expresses the development of an ability (e.g., language development) A corollary of the la-
tent trait idea is that children of the same age who have “more” ability on the latent trait
will have mastered more skills on the scale than children of the same age who have less
of the trait. Therefore, the model addresses both developmental progression and individual
differences.

Further, Mokken scales are based on the idea that such latent traits can be measured
according to subject responses to test items (e.g., language milestones), assuming that a cer-
tain mathematical relationship exists between the responses on the items and the latent trait.
Item Response Theory models describe respondent behavior and permit model-deviation
errors in measurement that may arise from idiosyncratic individual factors that are indepen-
dent of the underlying dimension.

The Mokken model is not the only Item Response Theory model. For example, the
stringent Rasch model and the less stringent Birnbaum model both parametrically define
the relationship between a latent trait and the responses of subjects to items. In contrast,
the non-parametric Mokken model describes the relationship between the latent trait and
the subject responses in terms of order restrictions. It is easier to meet the assumptions of
a non-parametric model than it is to meet those of a parametric model, as the assumptions
of a non-parametric model are less strict. According to Mokken, there is a lack of knowl-
edge about psychological concepts, which makes it difficult to use the restrictive Rasch and
Birnbaum models (Drenth and Sijtsma 1990). One consequence of using the non-parametric
Mokken model is that it involves only ordinal information. Nonetheless, ordinal information
is sufficient for a screening and to differentiate between “normal language development” and
a “possible language problem.” Within elaborate language tests, ordinal information is too
rough to diagnose language problems. A language test that is intended to diagnose language
problems should provide a standardized test score, and this is only possible with parametric
information about the latent trait and the responses of the subjects.

A scale that satisfies the assumptions of the Mokken model has good psychometric prop-
erties, including high reliability and sample independence. In this study, sample indepen-
dence means that various subgroups of children (e.g., boys and girls or various age groups)
acquire language milestones in the same order. The advantage of a sample-independent
scale is that the same ordering of milestones can be used for various subgroups, allowing
levels of difficulty to be compared both across subgroups and across repeated measurements
for the same person (Mokken 1997). Another advantage of an Item Response Theory model
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is that it does not require a fully developed theoretical framework of language development
or language problems in order to construct a language-screening instrument.

An earlier study demonstrated that the Mokken model could be applied to scale mile-
stones in the language development of Dutch children between the ages of twelve and
twenty-four months (Luinge et al. 2005b). The aim of the study was to examine whether
a non-parametric Item Response Theory-model was useful for constructing a scale of lan-
guage milestones for children from twelve to twenty-four months of age. The results showed
that language milestones were ordered according to increasing complexity.

The first question of this paper was if a scale of several milestones from different modal-
ities and domains of language could be constructed to measure language development of
children between the ages of twelve and seventy-two months. Secondly, sample indepen-
dence was assessed for different age groups, for boys and girls, and for children from dif-
ferent parts of the Netherlands. The hypothesis was that all subgroups acquire language
milestones in the same order, due to a uniform underlying concept. The third question
was whether the constructed scale of language milestones satisfied the assumptions of the
Mokken Item Response model, that is, whether the items of the constructed scale increased
as a function of increasing levels of language ability and if the hierarchical ordering of the
milestones was the same for all children from 12 to 72 months. Finally, the reliability of the
scale was examined and it was evaluated how well the responses on the items of the scale
measured the underlying construct.

5.2 Methods

Participants

Data were collected according to district and city size, type of agency (i.e., school), and re-
spondent characteristics (e.g., age and sex). Children from one to six years of age originated
from day nurseries; two to four-year-olds originated from playgroups, and children between
the ages of four and six originated from various types of primary schools (public, Christian,
and special education). The selection of the agencies was carried out as follows. First, we
divided the Netherlands in four parts: North, East, South, and West. Second, within these
regions, we selected cities of various sizes at random. Third, within the selected cities, we
selected agencies at random.

Participants were further selected according to sex and specific age (e.g., a boy of 1 year
and 2 months), in order to create a well-balanced distribution in the research population and
to avoid bias (e.g., no selection based on language development). Selection of the partici-
pants took place in three phases: (1) After a short explanation, informants in the agencies
concerned received information about the investigation, and information was sent to those
who expressed interest. (2) Informants who wished to participate were asked to distribute
brochures containing information and reply forms to the parents of children of specific ages.
(3) Informants sent the reply forms (with the permission and telephone numbers of the par-
ents) to the researcher. Parent response from each agency varied from fifty to one hundred
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percent. Some informants suggested that lower responses (50%) may have been due to the
participation of parents and children in other studies.

Table 5.1 shows the distribution of these characteristics in the sample for different age
groups (12–23, 24–35, 36–47, 48–59, and 60–73 months) proportional to the population of
the North, East, South, and West of the Netherlands and from various city sizes (popula-
tion of <10,000; 10,000–50,000; 50,000–150,000; and >150,000). The final representative
sample of 527 children consisted of 260 boys (mean = 42 months; SD = 16; range = 15–70
months) and 267 girls (mean = 41 months; SD = 16; range = 12–70 months) between the
ages of twelve and seventy-two months. The children originated from a full ability range
with no exclusions other than that their parents understood the Dutch language for answer-
ing the questions.

Our procedure of selecting the 527 participants consisted of explicit selections and sev-
eral randomizations. We did not check for background variables like parental education and
SES, but we expect to have been provided with a good randomized sample.

Table 5.1: The demographic characteristics of the sample participants

12 to 23 24 to 35 36 to 47 48 to 59 60 to 72 Total
months months months months months

Region:
North 8 14 14 15 12 63
East 20 21 28 22 25 116
South 10 29 27 17 23 106
West 42 61 68 41 30 242

City size:
< 10,000 23 29 30 27 24 133
10,000–50,000 20 30 32 28 27 137
50,000–150,000 19 30 33 27 29 138
> 150,000 18 36 42 13 10 119

Gender:
Boys 39 58 72 43 48 260
Girls 41 67 65 52 42 267

Instrument Development

To create an instrument for measuring language development, we derived language mile-
stones from the literature, descriptive stages, and from existing screening instruments that
are based on milestones (Breeuwsma 1994; Coplan et al. 1982; Gilles and Schaerlaekens
2000; Hall 1997; Kelly and Sally 1999; Krug and Mikus 1999; Kuhl 2000; Luinge et al.
2002; Mattson et al. 2001; Mayeux and Kandel 1999; Needlman 2000; Rescorla and Alley
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2001; Wachtel et al. 1994; Zuckerman et al. 1999). The collected milestones originated
from various aspects of various expressive and receptive language modalities.

We formulated the questions about the selected language milestones in order to deter-
mine whether a child reached a particular milestone. Dichotomous response options (yes
or no) were chosen to facilitate interpretation. We administerd a pilot version of the ques-
tionnaire was to fifty-eight parents of children between the ages of twelve and twenty-four
months. We conducted this pilot investigation with the goal of answering the following
questions: (1) Are all questions understandable? (2) Is it possible for all respondents to
answer the questions with either “yes” or “no”? (3) Is it possible to arrange the language
milestones in order of complexity? The parents judged most questions as unambiguous and
understandable. Some questions about vocabulary were too difficult to answer with either
“yes” or “no” (e.g., Does your child say about 100 words?). As a result, we eliminated these
questions. We included also examples to clarify the questions. Analysis revealed that it was
indeed possible to arrange the milestones in order of complexity.

The constructed questionnaire can be found in Appendix B. The questions were asked in
Dutch and were divided into five age groups (12–24; 24–36; 36–48; 48–60; 60–72 months).
The aim of the questionnaire was to screen for language comprehension, as well as for
the production of single-word and multi-word utterances, naming of objects and abstract
concepts, grammatical development (e.g., inflection, production of interrogative sentences),
intelligibility, and narrative capacities of young children. Some sections of the question-
naire included multiple questions about the same milestone, as it was not clear whether
parents understood what those particular milestones meant. Some milestones were asked in
a variety of ways in order to verify the best formulation. For example, a question about the
milestone “production of adjectives” was translated as follows: “Does your child know the
correct names of some colors?” and “Does your child say words that tell something about
other words, such as ‘large’ in the utterance ‘a large house’?” Questions like “Does your
child produce adjectives?” may not have made sense to parents.

Procedure

The researcher questioned the parents or caretakers about the language development of their
children by telephone. The telephone conversation followed a fixed protocol, and lasted
about three minutes. For each interview, the researcher noted the answers to the questions,
as well as the age and gender of the respondent’s child, on a scoring form. The age of the
child determined the questions that were asked in a given interview (see Appendix B). A
positive response to a question was coded as 1, and a negative response was coded as 0. The
final score on the questionnaire was determined by adding up the coded responses.

The scaling of the language milestones was based solely upon this screening. To vali-
date the language-milestone scale, further research will involve the administration of other
elaborate language tests as well.
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5.3 The Mokken model

The Mokken model is based on the principles of Item Response Theory, and it is appropriate
for measuring latent traits (e.g., language development) (Baker 2001; Molenaar and Sijtsma
1982). This paper discusses the Mokken model for binary responses. In other words, it dis-
cusses the model in terms of items for which the responses are either positive (yes = 1) or
negative (no = 0) (e.g., a certain language milestone has or has not been reached). Each pos-
itive response indicates the presence of the latent trait to some extent (in our case, language
development). In this study, the extent to which the latent trait is present is defined by the
total score on the scale (the number of positive responses). In this way, each respondent can
be seen as occupying a distinct position along the scale (Baker 2001). The scale positions
of several respondents can be compared, and the scale position of a single respondent can
be measured repeatedly.

Items in a Mokken scale should satisfy the following assumptions:
(1) Unidimensionality of the construct (UD): the latent trait must consist of a single

dimension; all items must measure the same latent trait (e.g., language development).
(2) Stochastical (local) independence (LI): given a respondent’s total score for the latent

trait, that individual’s responses to the various items are independent; for example, there is
no learning effect.

The probability that a subject will respond positively to an item as a function of the latent
trait is denoted by P(θ), where θ represents the latent trait. In Item Response Models, the
relation between responses to items and the latent trait is defined by item characteristic
curves (ICC), as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Each item has its own ICC. The following two
assumptions concern properties of ICCs.

(3) Monotonicity (M): For each item, the ICC is a non-decreasing function of the latent
trait. This means that, in this study, the probability of a positive response to an item increases
with more extensive language development. For example, there are two children A and
B. Child A has a larger language ability as child B, and therefore, child A has a larger
probability to produce two-word sentences (item g) than child B. Under this condition,
the probability that child A should also have acquired a more difficult milestone such as
producing three-word sentences (item h) is also larger than for child B. In fact, if language
milestones form a Mokken scale in this order, this ordering of child A compared to child B
should hold for all other items. For all items the probability of a positive response on each
item is larger (or equal) for A than for B. A set of items that satisfies these assumptions (UD,
LI, M) is known as a monotonically homogeneous item set, and it orders all respondents.

(4) Non-intersection (NI): For all values of the latent trait, and for the condition that item
h is more difficult than item g, the probability of a positive response to item g is greater than
the probability of a positive response to item h. For example, a certain child has a larger
probability to acquire an easy item g (e.g., milestone: two-word sentences) than to acquire
a more difficult, item h (e.g., milestone: three-word sentences). This ordering of the items
(g,h) should hold for all other children. All items should be ordered in the same way in level
of difficulty by the persons.

A set of items that satisfies all four assumptions (UD, LI, M, and NI) is known as a
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Figure 5.1: Two ICCs for items g and h with probability P as a function of trait θ . In this paper,
the term “items” refers to language milestones and “trait” refers to language development. (a) Two
non-decreasing ICCs for items g and h. (b) Two non-decreasing ICCs for items g and h, which do not
intersect.
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double monotonic item set. The assumptions of monotonicity and non-intersection are ex-
plained in Fig. 5.1. Figure 5.1a shows the ICCs for items g and h, which are both non-
decreasing, and they satisfy the assumptions for monotonicity. An ICC with a steeper slope
discriminates better than does an ICC with a flat slope. Item g discriminates better than
does item h. Respondents with scores of 1 or 2 on the latent trait have essentially the same
probability for item h, while the probability for item g increases between scores of 1 and
2. As shown in Fig. 5.1a, the ICCs of g and h do not satisfy the additional assumption of
non-intersection.

Figure 5.1b shows the ICCs of items g and h, which satisfy the assumptions for both
monotonicity and non-intersection. Both ICCs are non-decreasing and non-intersecting.
The difficulty of an item (i.e., its location) is defined as the value of the trait for which this
probability is 0.5. In Fig. 5.1b, item h is more difficult than is item g, and both items have
comparable discrimination.

Scale construction

We used the software package MSPWIN 5.0 (Molenaar and Sijtsma 1982) to construct
measuring instruments and to evaluate the assumptions of a Mokken model. The scale was
constructed following the diagnostic criteria of MSPWIN 5.0. A bottom-up strategy of
automatic item-selection procedures was used to construct one or more scales of a set of
items. The item-selection procedure started at a pair of items with the highest significant
positive H-value (see below) and continued until the scale satisfied the scale definitions,
according to various diagnostic and statistical criteria.

Sample independence was assessed by evaluating whether the same scale holded for
various subgroups in the population, in other words, whether the positions of the items
in the developmental sequence were consistent across various subgroups. In this study,
we assessed sample independence according to age, sex, and geographic location in the
Netherlands.

Evaluation of the assumptions for monotonicity and non-intersection

We evaluated the assumptions for monotonicity (see Fig. 5.1a) by inspecting the ICCs ac-
cording to the H-coefficient. H-coefficients indicate how well the items form a unidimen-
sional construct, and they indicate the scalability of items along the scale. The Guttman
error is a basic concept in defining a scalability coefficient (H). Children who have acquired
a certain item (h) should have also acquired an easier item (g). Some of the children in this
study, however, had acquired the more difficult item (h) but not the easier item (g). This is
an example of a Guttman error. A deterministic model without Guttman errors is called a
Guttman model. The Mokken model is a probabilistic version of the Guttman model, and it
therefore allows the possibility that a subject may respond positively to a difficult item (h)
and negatively to an easier item (g). In the Mokken model, the deviation of the observed
data structure from the perfect scalogram structure is expressed as the scalability coefficient
H. This coefficient can be defined for the entire scale (H), for each item (Hg), and for each
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pair of items (Hg,h). The following interpretation of the results is based on the value of the
H-coefficient: strong scale (H > 0.5); moderate scale (0.4≤H ≤ 0.5); weak scale (H < 0.4)
(Mokken and Lewis 1982). A negative H-value (H, Hg,h of Hg) indicates a decreasing ICC
and therefore violates the assumption of monotonicity.

After evaluating monotonicity, we evaluated non-intersection (see Fig. 5.1b) according
to the Ht-coefficient (H transposed). The Ht-coefficient is comparable to the H-coefficient
for monotoncity (H refers to the degree in which the responses of subjects can be ordered
according to a single latent trait). The Ht-coefficient is a global indicator for the degree to
which the ordering of the items (e.g., language milestones) is the same for every subject, ac-
cording to their responses (non-intersection). In this case, subject responses order the items.
Non-negative values of the Ht-coefficient form a necessary condition for non-intersection.
As a general guideline, , Ht must be greater than or equal to 0.30, and the percentage of
negative H-values should be equal to or less than ten percent of all subject responses.

Criteria (or “crit values”) functioned as general guidelines for detecting items that partly
satisfy the assumptions for monotonicity (see Fig. 5.1a) and non-intersection (see Fig. 5.1b).
For each item, this diagnostic value combines the H-coefficient, the frequency and size of
the violations, and their significance. The crit value for each item should be less than 40
(a crit value of 0 is optimal) for each assumption. A crit value greater than 80 is a strong
indication that an item has violated the assumption (Molenaar and Sijtsma 1982).

Reliability

The internal consistency of a scale was indicated by Rho, which can be interpreted as the
Item Response Theory-based equivalent of Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha indicates
how well responses to items measure the underlying construct. A scale was interpreted as
reliable if Rho was greater than or equal to 0.90 (Nunnally and Bernstein 1994).

5.4 Results

The section to follow (Part 1) describes the scale construction of the language milestones
(items). The items were first ordered in terms of difficulty for five different age groups.
After sequencing the items according to difficulty for each age group, the scaled items
were added together. Part 2 subsequently discusses the sample-independence assessment
for the scaled items, addressing the question of whether the same item sequence holds for
different subgroups or samples. Part 3 shows the ICCs for each of the fourteen milestones
and evaluates the assumptions for monotonicity and non-intersection of the Mokken model.
The final part (Part 4) reports about the reliability of the final sample independent scale.

Part 1. Scale construction per age group

Tables 5.2a through 5.6b show the proportions of children in each age group for which
positive responses were given to the questions about language milestones, ordered from
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easiest to most difficult. The tables provide both the scaled and the rejected milestones. The
numbers next to the items in the tables refer to the questions in Appendix B.

The rejection of items was primarily because of negative H-coefficients in relation to
one of the other milestones or because of violations of monotonicity and non-intersection.
A negative H-coefficient for a particular item provided clear proof that it does not measure
a unidimensional construct; in other words, it does not measure the same latent trait as the
other items measure. Additionally, violation of monotonicity means that an item showed no
monotonic increase in the likelihood of being passed according to increasing levels of lan-
guage ability (latent trait). Furthermore, violation of the non-intersection assumption means
that the ordering of items was not the same for every respondent. Violation of the assump-
tions monotonicity and non-intersection was detected by inspecting the crit values of the
items. A crit value above 40 provided strong evidence that an item violates an assumption.

Table 5.2a shows the scaled language milestones for children from twelve to twenty-four
months of age. The scaled items had both high scalability (H = 0.91) and high reliability
(Rho = 0.91), indicating that the items form a unidimensional construct. According to
the Mokken model, the scale was strong. Furthermore, Ht was 0.95, and the percentage
of negative Ht-values was less than ten percent, indicating that the ordering in this scale
held for most of the subjects. In particular, items concerning sentence length in language
comprehension and language production were scaled.

Table 5.2a: Scaled milestones for children from 12 through 23 months of age (H = scalability coeffi-
cient, Rho = reliability).

Milestones for 12 to 23 Months (n = 80) % yes H

Comprehension of 2-word sentences (9) 89% 0.88
Pointing at body parts (5) 81% 0.95
Production of 10 words (6) 65% 0.93
Comprehension of tasks involving 3-word sentences (11) 49% 0.95
Production of 2-word sentences (8) 47% 0.93
Production of 3-word sentences (10) 20% 0.92
Naming of colors (13) 10% 0.73
Production of 3-to-4-word sentences (12) 9% 0.83

H = 0.91, Rho = 0.91, Ht = 0.95, % Negative Ht(a)-values = 0.0

Table 5.2b shows the milestones that were rejected for children from twelve to twenty-
three months of age. “Production of variation in noise” was excluded from this scale because
all subjects responded positively to this milestone. “Comprehension of 2-word sentences”
therefore served as an initial discriminating point for the scale. All other items were re-
jected because they violated the assumptions for monotonicity (crit value greater than 40).
They showed no monotonic increase as a function of the latent trait. The rejected items
included items regarding the production or comprehension of fewer than ten words, as well
as “production of questions” and “production of sentences using correct word order.”
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Table 5.2b: Rejected milestones for children from 12 through 23 months of age.

Rejected Milestones Reason

Production of variation in noise (1) All respondents answered with “yes”
Comprehension of “no” (3) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 62)
Production of “mama” and “papa” (2) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 43)
Production of single words (4) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 55)
Pointing at called object (7) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 41)
Production of questions (14) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 50)
Sentences in right word order (15) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 56)

The milestones for children from twenty-four to thirty-five months of age also had strong
scalability H (0.89) and moderate reliability Rho (0.87) (see Table 5.3a); Ht was 0.89, and
the percentage of negative Ht(a)-values was less than ten percent. In addition to the items
about sentence length in language comprehension and language production, the item con-
cerning intelligibility and items involving narrative capacity (e.g., spontaneous storytelling)
were scaled. Table 5.3b shows the milestones that were rejected for children from twenty-
four to thirty-five months of age. All rejected items “naming colors,” “production of sen-
tences using correct word order,” and “production of questions” violated the assumption of
non-intersection (a crit value above 40).

Table 5.3a: Scaled milestones for children from 24 through 35 months of age (H = scalability coeffi-
cient, Rho = reliability).

Milestones for 24 to 35 Months (n = 125) % yes H

Comprehension of tasks involving 3-word sentences (11) 99% 1.00
Production of 2-word sentences (8) 98% 1.00
Production of 3-word sentences (10) 90% 0.95
Production of 3-to-4-word sentences (12) 84% 0.91
About 50% intelligible (20) 76% 0.93
Spontaneous storytelling (18) 66% .088
Storytelling in response to pictures (17) 56% 0.83
Production of compound sentences (22) 18% 0.83

H = 0.89, Rho = 0.87, Ht = 0.89, % Negative Ht(a)-values = 0.0

Tables 5.4a and 5.4b show the scaled and rejected milestones for children between the
ages of thirty-six and forty-seven months. The H and Ht coefficients were 0.68 and 0.84,
respectively. Rho was 0.78, indicating moderate reliability. Additionally, the percentage of
negative Ht(a)-values was 3.9 (less than 10%). The items concerning sentence length and
narrative capacity, one item about intelligibility, “production of adjectives,” and “overgen-
eralization of verb conjugations” were scaled. “Naming colors,” “production of questions,”
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Table 5.3b: Rejected milestones for children from 24 through 35 months of age.

Rejected Milestones Reason

Naming of colors (13) Violation of non-intersection (crit = 108)
Production of sentences using correct Violation of non-intersection (crit = 70)
word order (15)
Production of questions (14) Violation of non-intersection (crit = 42)

and “about 50% intelligible” were rejected because of negative H-values, which may indi-
cate that these items did not measure the same latent trait that the other items of the scale
measured. “Production of sentences using correct word order” was rejected because it vi-
olated the assumptions of monotonicity (crit value = 104) and non-intersection (crit value
= 56). Furthermore, the production of plurals (e.g., “Does your child make correct plurals,
such as ‘mice’ instead of ‘mouses’?”) was excluded from the scale for thirty-six to forty-
eight-month-olds, because MSPWIN 5.0 identified this item as the worst milestone, even
though its crit values did not violate the assumptions. “Overgeneralization of verb conju-
gations” violated the assumption of monotonicity, however, and eliminating “production of
plurals” caused this violation to disappear. In addition, the Ht of the scale increased. In
contrast to the items for twenty-four to thirty-five-month olds, “production of compound
sentences” was rejected because of a violoation of non-intersection (crit value = 68).

Table 5.4a: Scaled milestones for children from 36 through 47 months of age (H = scalability coeffi-
cient, Rho = reliability).

Milestones for 36 to 47 Months (n = 137) % yes H

Production of 3-word sentences (10) 99% 1.00
Production of 3-to-4-word sentences (12) 97% 0.63
Production of adjectives (16) 97% 0.70
Spontaneous storytelling (18) 88% 0.49
Storytelling in response to pictures (17) 88% 0.71
About 75% intelligible (23) 80% 0.88
Overgeneralization of verb conjugations (21) 50% 0.83

H = 0.68, Rho = 0.78, Ht = 0.84, % Negative Ht(a)-values = 3.9

The scaled milestones for children between the ages of forty-eight and fifty-nine months
are shown in Table 5.5a. They had high scalability (H = 0.85) and moderate reliability
(Rho = 0.81). The Ht coefficient was 0.86, and the number of negative Ht(a)-values was
2.3. In contrast to the second and third age categories (24–35 months and 36–47 months,
respectively), but consistent with the youngest group (12–23 months), the item “naming
colors” was scaled for this group. “Production of compound sentences” also had a good fit
within this scale, and “adult-like language production” was added to the scale. Although
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Table 5.4b: Rejected milestones for children from 36 through 47 months of age.

Rejected Milestones Reason

Naming of colors (13) Negative H-value with 1 of the other milestones
Production of questions (14) Negative H-value with 1 of the other milestones
About 50% intelligible (20) Negative H-value with 1 of the other milestones
Production of sentences using correct Violation of monotonicity (crit = 104) & non-
word order (15) intersection (crit = 56)
Production of plurals (19) Worst milestone
Production of compound sentences (22) Violation of non-intersection (crit = 68)

some of the rejected milestones fitted well within other scales, they were rejected in this
scale because they violated the assumption of non-intersection, they had negative H-values
in relation to other milestones, or they violated the assumption of monotonicity (Table 5.5b).

Table 5.5a: Scaled milestones for children from 48 through 59 months of age (H = scalability coeffi-
cient, Rho = reliability).

Milestones for 48 to 59 Months (n = 95) % yes H

Naming of colors (13) 99% 1.00
Storytelling in response to pictures (17) 95% 0.92
Production of compound sentences (22) 88% 0.75
About 100% intelligible (26) 79% 0.84
Adult-like language production (24) 55% 0.90

H = 0.85, Rho = 0.81, Ht = 0.86, % Negative Ht(a)-values = 2.3

The scaled milestones for children from the oldest age group (60–72 months) had strong
scalability (H = 0.73), but their reliability (Rho = 0.74) was the lowest of all scales (see Ta-
ble 5.6a). Furthermore, Ht (0.98) was very high, and the percentage of negative Ht(a)-values
was zero, indicating that the order of the scaled milestones held for nearly every subject.
The new item, “comprehension of two or more tasks,” was rejected because of a violation
of monotonicity (see Table 5.6b). In addition, the fit for the item “about 100% intelligi-
ble” was worse within this scale (it was scaled in the previous scale), and “production of
compound sentences” was again rejected.

In summary, each scale had satisfactory scalability scores H (H > 0.5) and Ht (Ht > 0.3),
and the percentage of negative H-values was always less than ten percent of all subjects. The
scaled milestones for the youngest group had the highest reliability (Rho = 0.91), and the
scaled milestones for the oldest group had the lowest (Rho = 0.74).

In the final step, the eighteen different language milestones from all five scales were
added together and tested for all children of all age groups (see Table 5.7). The numbers
next to the items in Table 5.7 refer to the questions of Appendix B. For children from
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Table 5.5b: Rejected milestones for children from 48 through 59 months of age.

Rejected Milestones Reason

Overgeneralization of verb Violation of non-intersection (crit = 63)
conjugations (21)
Production of plurals (19) Violation of non-intersection (crit = 54)
Spontaneous storytelling (18) Negative H-value with 1 of the other milestones
Production of sentences using correct Violation of monotonicity (crit = 66)
word order (15)
Production of adjectives (16) Negative H-value with 1 of the other milestones
About 75% intelligible (23) Negative H-value with 1 of the other milestones

Table 5.6a: Scaled milestones for children from 60 through 72 months of age (H = scalability coeffi-
cient, Rho = reliability).

Milestones for 60 to 72 Months (n = 90) % yes H

Spontaneous storytelling (18) 98% 0.71
Storytelling in response to pictures (19) 97% 0.57
Production of adjectives (16) 97% 0.57
Production of sentences using correct word order (15) 93% 0.82
Adult-like language production (24) 57% 1.00

H = 0.73, Rho = 0.74, Ht = 0.98, % Negative Ht(a)-values = 0

Table 5.6b: Rejected milestones for children from 60 through 72 months of age.

Rejected Milestones Reason

Overgeneralization of verb conjugations (21) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 450) &
non-intersection (crit = 143)

Comprehension of 2 or more tasks (25) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 49)
About 100% intelligible (26) Violation of monotonicity (crit = 53)
Production of compound sentences (22) Violation of non-intersection (crit = 41)
Production of plurals (19) Violation of non-intersection (crit = 81)
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twelve to seventy-two months of age, the scalability score for the total scale was 0.87, with
reliability of 0.96. The Ht value for the entire group was 0.85, the lowest H(g) value was
0.69, and the highest H(g) value was 0.99.

Table 5.7: Scaled milestones for children from 12 through 72 months of age (H = scalability coeffi-
cient, Rho = reliability).

Milestones for 12 to 72 Months (n = 527) % yes H

1. Comprehension of 2-word sentences (9) 98% 0.97
2. Pointing to body parts (5) 97% 0.99
3. Production of 10 words (6) 95% 0.99
4. Comprehension of tasks involving 3-word sentences (11) 92% 0.99
5. Production of 2-word sentences (8) 92% 0.99
6. Production of 3-word sentences (10) 85% 0.96
7. Production of 3- to 4-word sentences (12) 82% 0.93
8. About 50% intelligible (20) 79% 0.91
9. Production of sentences using correct word order (15) 76% 0.69
10. Naming colors (13) 74% 0.81
11. Spontaneous storytelling (18) 72% 0.84
12. Storytelling in response to pictures (17) 70% 0.85
13. Production of adjectives (16) 60% 0.88
14. About 75% intelligible (23) 56% 0.91
15. Production of compound sentences (22) 54% 0.85
16. Overgeneralization of verb conjugations (21) 33% 0.77
17. About 100% intelligible (26) 31% 0.87
18. Adult-like language production (24) 20% 0.89

H = 0.87, Rho = 0.96, Ht = 0.85, % Negative Ht(a)-values = 0.4

Part 2. Sample independence

To determine whether the item sequence shown in Table 5.7 was consistent across all sub-
groups or samples, we assessed sample independence for the eighteen scaled language mile-
stones. The ordering of the items was assessed for each of the five age groups, for boys and
girls, and for the northern, eastern, western, and southern regions of the Netherlands.

Sample independence was assessed first for the various age groups. The ordering of the
items for each of these five groups was essentially the same. We verified this by comparing
the ordering of the items in Table 5.7 with the ordering of the items in Tables 5.2a through
5.6b. The following items were variable in the scales for specific age groups, in comparison
with the sample as a whole: “Naming colors” (12–23 months), “production of adjectives”
(36–48 months), and “production of sentences using correct word order” (60–72 months).
For example, “naming colors” was easier than “production of 3-to-4-word sentences” in
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the scale for the youngest age group (12–23 months) (see Table 5.2a), but more difficult
than “production of 3-to-4-word sentences” in the scale for the entire group (see Table 5.7).
Tables 5.2a through 5.6b show the H-coefficients (H) and reliability (Rho) for each of the
five age groups.

After considering age, sample independence was assessed according to sex. The order-
ing of the eighteen items was the same for boys, girls, and for the entire group. The H and
Rho values for the separate scales (boys and girls) were 0.95 and 0.96, respectively. The
lowest H(g) value was 0.89 for both scales, and the highest H(g) value was 0.98 for boys and
1.00 for girls.

Finally, sample independence was assessed according to geographic region. The order-
ing of “production of sentences using correct word order,” “naming colors,” and “overgen-
eralization of verb conjugations” was variable across regions, in comparison to the entire
group. “Production of sentences using correct word order” was variable for the West, “nam-
ing colors” was variable for the North and the South, and “overgeneralization of verb con-
jugations” varied for the North and the East. The H-values and Rho-values were 0.87 and
0.96, respectively, for the North; 0.91 and 0.96, respectively, for the East; 0.92 and 0.97,
respectively, for the West; and 0.90 and 0.96, respectively, for the South. The lowest H(g)

values were 0.71 (North), 0.73 (East), 0.84 (West), and 0.82 (South), while the highest H(g)

value was 1.00 for all regions.
In summary, the worst milestones in terms of sample independence were “naming col-

ors,” “production of sentences using correct word order,” “production of adjectives,” and
“overgeneralization of verb conjugations.” Because these items had no consistent posi-
tions in the developmental sequence across age groups and/or the four regions, they were
eliminated, yielding a final sample-independent scale of fourteen language milestones (see
Table 5.8). The numbers next to the items of Table 5.8 refer to the questions in Appendix B.

Part 3. Evaluation of the assumptions for monotonicity and non-intersection
for the final sample-independent scale

Table 5.8 shows the final sample-independent scale of fourteen language milestones. The
scores for scalability was very high (0.95). Figure 5.2 shows the ICCs that were assessed for
each of the fourteen scaled milestones from Table 5.8. For each milestone, the percentage
of a positive score was plotted as a function of the total score on the final scale (language
development). Figure 5.2 was realized by setting a significance level of 0.05 and a minimum
violation of 0.03.

The ICC assessments shown in Fig. 5.2 were monotonically increasing; they increased
as a function of increasing levels of language ability. Various statistical diagnostics showed
that there were no violations of the assumptions for monotonicity. The H-coefficient for
scalability of the final scale was very high, the H-coefficient for each milestone was above
0.88, and the H-coefficient for all milestone pairs was positive, indicating a strong scale
according to the Mokken model. The slopes of the ICCs for various language modalities
were comparable, indicating that discrimination and reliability were also comparable.
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Table 5.8: Final sample-independent scale for children from 12 through 72 months of age (H =
scalability coefficient, Rho = reliability).

Milestones for 12 to 72 Months (n = 527) % yes H

1. Comprehension of 2-word sentences (9) 98% 0.97
2. Pointing at body parts (5) 97% 0.99
3. Production of 10 words (6) 95% 0.98
4. Comprehension of tasks involving 3-word sentences (11) 92% 0.99
5. Production of 2-word sentences (8) 92% 0.99
6. Production of 3-word sentences (10) 85% 0.99
7. Production of 3- to 4-word sentences (12) 82% 0.97
8. About 50% intelligible (20) 79% 0.97
9. Spontaneous storytelling (18) 72% 0.91
10. Storytelling in response to pictures (17) 70% 0.92
11. About 75% intelligible (23) 56% 0.91
12. Production of compound sentences (22) 54% 0.89
13. About 100% intelligible (26) 31% 0.95
14. Adult-like language production (24) 20% 0.98

H = 0.95, Rho = 0.96, Ht = 0.94, % Negative Ht(a)-values = 0.5
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Figure 5.2: Assessed ICCs of the 14 scaled milestones for 527 children ranging in age from 12 to 72
months, with a positive response as a function of the scores on the scale (language development).
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The set of milestones also satisfied the assumptions for non-intersection; H transposed
(Ht) was 0.94 (which is greater than 0.30), and the percentage of negative Ht(a)-values was
0.5. The hierarchical ordering of the milestones was the same for all children (from 12 to
72 months old). According to various statistical diagnostics, the ICCs did not violate the
assumption of non-intersection. The milestones appeared to be very consistent in discrim-
ination and differed in difficulty. In other words, the slopes of all ICCs were similar, and
they were dispersed along the latent trait dimension.

Part 4. Reliability

The reliabilitiy of the final sample independent scale was very high (0.96; see Table 5.8).
The scale is interpreted as reliable as it is greater than or equal to 0.90. Milestones from
various modalities in language production and language comprehension form a high internal
consistency, which means that the responses to the items measure the ability very well.

5.5 Discussion

The objective of this study was to develop a scale of language-development milestones for
use with children from twelve to seventy-two months of age. The expectation that language
milestones would serve as good measures for language development was confirmed by the
good fit that the scaled milestones demonstrated with monotonicity. The fourteen scaled
milestones showed a monotonic increase in the likelihood of being passed at increasing lev-
els of language ability, and all milestones fitted along a unidimensional scale. Furthermore,
the hierarchical ordering of the scaled language-development milestones was confirmed by
the good fit demonstrated for non-intersection. The ICCs that were assessed did not in-
tersect, and the ordering of the scaled milestones was therefore the same for all persons.
In addition, the sequence of milestones was the same for all subgroups and samples. The
fourteen scaled language milestones differed in difficulty, discriminated well among various
levels of language ability, and seemed to measure one construct.

The language milestones for children in the third and fifth age groups (36–48 and 60–
72 months, respectively) were less scalable than were the milestones for the remaining age
groups. This may have been due to a pattern of systematic language acquisition in the first
years of life, followed by a period of fine-tuning in later years (Van Dijk 2004). Language
development improves very quickly in the first years of life, progressing from nonverbal
to verbal communication and from babble to sentences (Foster 1990). This progression
may lend itself better to measurement than do the features of later language development,
which become more detailed. The items on the scale are distributed throughout the descrip-
tive stages of language acquisition (prelinguistic stage, early linguistic stage, differentiation
stage, and completion stage; Ingram 1989) that are customarily identified in children.

The item “overgeneralization of verb conjugations” was most deviant item in this study
and it had the highest violation of the assumptions according to the crit values. It was
scaled for children from thirty-six to forty-seven months of age, but not for their older
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counterparts (48–59 months and 60–72 months). This finding is consistent with the idea
that children acquire verb flexion according to a U-shaped curve (Hendriks et al. 1997;
Pinker 1994). Children first use correct forms of the past simple tense of strong verbs (e.g.,
went, came). Subsequently, they may discover a rule for inflecting weak verbs into past
simple tense and may use this rule for strong verbs as well (e.g., singed, comed). In this
study, this phenomenon was scaled for children from thirty-six to forty-seven months of age.
Finally, children discover exceptions to regular conjugations, and they learn to produce the
correct past simple tense of strong verbs. The fact that the item “overgeneralization of verb
conjugations” was not scaled for the older children in this study (48–59 months and 60–72
months), may indicate that children of this age are already able to produce the correct past
simple tense of strong verbs. The precise rules that are involved in the language acquisition
of young children, however, and the processes through which children discover these rules
remain unclear (Gomez and Gerken 1999; McClelland and Seidenberg 2000).

The assessment of sample independence revealed that four of the eighteen scaled mile-
stones had variable ordering. The milestone “naming colors” was excluded from the scale,
as its ordering varied for children in the northern and southern regions of the Netherlands.
Several parents remarked that they had or had not yet taught their children the names of
the colors. This learning aspect may deviate from the other milestones. “Production of
words” is a more general category; “naming colors” is a subcategory of word production
(Pinker 1994). Furthermore, the contrast between “naming colors” and the “production of
adjectives” is likely to make sense for parents, even though it makes no sense linguistically.
Some parents also remarked that their children produced some color names, but that they
could not identify the colors that these words represent. Why this milestone differed only
between children from the northern and southern regions of the Netherlands, and not for the
other two regions, remains unclear.

The acquisition of adjectives was thought to begin around the age of thirty-six months.
The data showed, however, that the development of adjectives had already reached a ceiling
effect by that age. About ninety-seven percent of the children between the ages of thirty-six
and forty-eight months had mastered the production of adjectives, which is the same as the
percentage among the oldest children in the study (60–72 months). This milestone may
therefore be too easy for 36 to 48 month-olds, as compared to the other scaled milestones
for this age group.

The milestone “production of sentences using correct word order” was excluded because
its ordering varied for the oldest age group (60–72 months) and for subjects in the northern
and western regions of the Netherlands. Although this item may contain no valid linguistic
explanation, it may reflect a problem in the discourse fluency of children between the ages
of sixty and seventy-two months. This may explain the deviant ordering of the milestone
in this group. Furthermore, word order is thought to be a parameter of language that must
be determined by the environment (Pinker 1994). Although all parents participating in this
study spoke and understood standard Dutch, dialect may have had some influence, as word
order differs across various dialects of Dutch.

Finally, “overgeneralization of verb conjugations” (e.g., “Does your child form the cor-
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rect past tense, such as ‘sat’ instead of ‘sitted’?”) varied for respondents from the North and
from the East. The reasons for this variation are unclear, but it is possible that the milestone
is somewhat ambiguous, as children acquire verb flexion skills according to a U-shaped
curve, see above.

Reliability of the final sample independent scale

It is assumed that parents are better able to report on language production than they are
on comprehension (Goorhuis-Brouwer and Schaerlaekens 2000). Bishop (1997) presumes
that parents and teachers are easily able to detect language problems that involve reduced
intelligibility or immature-sounding sentence structures, but that they are less sensitive to
language problems that affect comprehension, vocabulary size, or verbal memory. This
assumption was not confirmed by the data gathered in this study. Both types of items (lan-
guage production and language comprehension) were scaled.

Parent reports concerning language production may be more reliable, however, than are
their reports about language comprehension, as language production is more overt. For in-
stance, while the scaled item “production of 2-word sentences” would be very difficult to
misjudge, the scaled item “comprehension of tasks involving 3-word sentences” calls for
considerable inference on the part of the parent. The items concerning language compre-
hension may have been reported less frequently than were the items concerning language
production, thus compromising their reliability.

Reliability was assessed in several ways, however. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the ICCs for
language production and language comprehension had comparable slopes, which is a good
indicator of a reliable scale. In addition, all scaled items had a crit value less than 40, which
means that the scaled items satisfied the assumptions of monotonicity and non-intersection.
Neither subsets of milestones (e.g., the scalability of each item and of item pairs) nor sub-
sets of the participants (e.g., sample independence) showed violations in the final scale.
This means that both dimensions survived the evaluation process, and comprehension items
remained in the final version.

An additional issue is that some questions were consciously formulated to be under-
standable for the parents. The aim of this study was to visualize underlying stages in lan-
guage development as milestones, based on parental reports. Questions about milestones
must therefore be understandable for parents, and the questions should be able to be an-
swered with either “yes” or “no.” For instance, we asked parents if their children could
place three or four words in succession. This question does not imply that sentences are
merely sequential strings; sentences must be organized hierarchically. Had we asked, “How
many syntactic units does your child produce?” however, that would not have made sense
to most of the parents.

The comprehension items concerning the number of words in an utterance differed well
in difficulty (e.g., 89% of 12–23-month-olds were reported to have achieved the milestone
“comprehension of 2-word sentences,” whereas 49% were reported to have achieved the
milestone “comprehension of tasks involving 3-word sentences”). This indicates that asking
parents about the number of words in comprehension may offer a means of differentiating
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among various stages of underlying ability. External validation of the scale, however, should
demonstrate whether the scale actually measures language ability (i.e., comprehension and
production).

Furthermore, screenings based on parental report measure the language ability of a child
as observed by the parents. Validation based on an elaborate language-comprehension test,
instead of relying on parental report, should be used to examine the external reliability of
parental reports.

Unidimensional scale

The fourteen scaled language milestones reflect a unidimensional representation of language
ability. The hierarchical ordering in the acquisition of language milestones seems to be con-
sistent for boys and girls between the ages of twelve to seventy-two months from various
regions in the Netherlands. The ordering of several milestones is predictable, as they reflect
increases in the same underlying measure, such as increasing intelligibility. In addition to
the fact that this study confirmed that language milestones are very useful for constructing
instruments for measuring language development, one important finding of this study is that
the scale taps multiple domains. The scale encompasses lexical, syntactic, and phonolog-
ical skills, as well as both receptive and expressive skills. Both language production and
comprehension seem to be located along a single, unidimensional scale, which means that
they are assumed to measure the same underlying concept. Additionally, receptive language
milestones precede expressive milestones in the scale. For instance, “comprehension of 2-
word sentences” precedes “production of 2-word sentences,” and “comprehension of tasks
involving 3-word sentences” precedes “production of 3-word sentences.” Accordingly, the
perception of grammatical structures seems to precede the production of grammatical struc-
tures (Saffran et al. 1996; Saffran et al. 2001).

Furthermore, the milestones “spontaneous storytelling,” “ storytelling in response to
pictures” and “pointing to body parts,” as well as milestones concerning intelligibility were
all scaled on the final scale (see Table 5.8). The former two milestones reflect narrative
abilities, while the latter two are more indicative of lexical, phonological, or motor abilities.
In children with language disorders, different language modalities can be affected (Bishop
1997; Eyer and Leonard 1995; Fletcher and Hall 1992; Gavin et al. 1993; Leonard 1998).
The external validity of the scale should be used to evaluate whether the scaled milestones
are able to identify children in whom different language modalities are affected.

In summary, the results of this study suggest that a single, unidimensional scale of di-
verse items tapping all of the various aspects of language that have been discussed works
very well for mapping progress in the latent trait of progress/ability.

Further research and clinical application

The language milestone scale that was developed in this study is intended as a screening
instrument for use by teachers and primary healthcare practitioners. The questionnaire con-
sists of “yes/no” questions, and it can be completed by parental report, eliminating the need
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for trained observers. Administration of the scale takes about three minutes. After deter-
mining the ages belonging to particular scores in the scale, different percentiles of the scores
will be determined. In further research, we will examine the external validity of the scale
based on elaborate language tests in a normal population and in a clinical population. We
will use these results to determine the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive value of the
scale for detecting deviations or delays in the ordering of language milestones. In addition,
precursors for language development should be examined. If the test properties are satisfac-
tory, the primary healthcare authority in the North of the Netherlands will implement this
instrument within a primary healthcare protocol (Groningen Public Health Service 2004).
The instrument will serve as a device for identifying children who require further assess-
ment of probable causes of language problems.

Conclusion

This study has produced a scale of language milestones with excellent scaling character-
istics. The scaled milestones are considered strong according to the Mokken model, and
have high internal reliability. Furthermore, the ordering of language milestones is the same
across categories of sex, age, and geographic region. The study has shown that it is possible
to construct a single, unidimensional scale from diverse items that tap lexical, syntactic, and
phonological skills, as well as both receptive and expressive language skills. These results
suggest the presence of a single, unidimensional ability that can be assumed to underlie the
hierarchical acquisition of milestones in language development.

The scaled milestones will be the basis of a normative screening instrument for the
Dutch language of children between the ages of twelve and seventy-two months. The
screening instrument is intended for primary health care that is short and easy to admin-
ister based on parental report.




